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Abstract — Document retrieval system for Vietnamese language has been recently focused on the semantic aspect. In many
research works, the common and general approach of semantic document retrieval systems is based on query expansion. The query
expansion is good idea for utilizing existing thesaurus and searching methods to solve the problem of semantic information
retrieval. However, this semantic retrieval strategy has to process many expanded queries of an original query. To overcome the
problem, a framework of Vietnamese text document retrieval system based on phrasal semantic analysis has been investigated. In
the framework, the word expansion task will be performed at indexing process instead of searching process. In addition, the object
for indexing is also changed from the keywords to the semantic classes. To evaluation the framework, a text document retrieval
system has been build according to the framework for experiment. The retrieval result has F-measure of 84.27% promising some
further research for improvements.
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I.

the framework is proposed after considering other systems
and the semantic analysis method for Vietnamese language
in Section 4. In Section 5, a Vietnamese phrase retrieval
system based on phrasal semantic analysis for experiment in
implementing the framework is presented. Finally, the
conclusions and future works are presented in Section 6.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, there are many research works for improving
the searching performance of semantic information retrieval
systems. These systems try to retrieve the information which
has the meaning related to the query instead of the keywords
appeared in the query. This feature enables people to save
times on selecting the appropriate information in a large
number of digital documents. Therefore, more and more
solutions of semantic information retrieval system have been
proposed with many different models. However, for the
necessity of Vietnamese document retrieval systems, the
research works in Vietnamese text document retrieval system
enabling semantic analysis are still not very many.
Therefore, an investigation in the framework for Vietnamese
text document retrieval system based on phrasal semantic
analysis is conducted to show the main problems should be
solved to build a system.
In this paper, the framework is proposed after studying
many solutions for the semantic information retrieval
problems and the characteristic of Vietnamese language. The
framework introduces the semantic class and the semantic
relation as searching object instead of keywords to ensure the
system works on the meanings of phrases. To accomplish the
task, the framework contains four main components to
process documents and query to identify the semantic classes
and semantic relations, index the information and then search
the information.
This paper presents the proposed framework in four
sections. Section 2 presents the related works in building a
semantic information retrieval system to identify the main
problems of a semantic information retrieval system. Section
3 presents the characteristic of Vietnamese language and the
method of semantic analysis for Vietnamese language. Then,
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II.

RELATED WORKS

The main problem of building a semantic information
retrieval system is to identify the objects of searching
method. The objects, for example, are terms in a keyword
based information retrieval system [1]. The objective of the
keyword information retrieval is to retrieve documents
containing many words which have some similar orders as in
the query. Because of the characteristic of this approach, the
keyword information retrieval systems can be applied to any
domains and in any languages without any important
modifications except the top-word list. However, these
systems cannot retrieve documents which contain the same
information as the query but their information is presented in
different words or different syntactic structures from the
query.
In contrast to keyword systems, semantic information
retrieval systems try to retrieve documents which have the
meaning related to the meaning of the query. Therefore, the
objects of searching method are concepts instead of
keywords. In the research works [4], [5] and [6], the
concepts are organized in an ontology in which each concept
contains many property values. To retrieve the documents
for the user query, the systems try to extract the information
from the query and identify the concepts which are likely to
contain the extracted information as their property values.
Then, the systems search these concepts in the document
collection to identify the expected documents. The result of
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retrieval is a list of documents which do not contain words of
the original query but have similar meaning to the query. In
[5], Szymanski has built ontology according to the “concept
of semantic memory” [7]. (Cf. [4], [5], [6], [7]).
The searching objects can be “conceptual structures” as
in [8]. Conceptual structures are constructed by three steps
[8]: in first step, sentences are parsed by using a syntactic
parser; then, the concepts of a knowledge domain are
extracted by comparing the parsed result to the domain
model concepts which are manually built according to the
domain specific knowledge; finally, the relations of these
concepts are identified based on the dependencies which are
predefined. (Cf. [8]).
In [9], the searching objects are “named entities”: they
are groups of words which are used to express “concepts” or
“names” in the real world. In this system, the most important
task is identifying the real world named entities by using
specific domain ontology. By using named entities as the
searching objects, the system can retrieve more appropriate
documents than keyword systems because it recognizes the
entities represented by words in the queries. (Cf. [9]).
In [10], Ofer Egozi uses “category labels of a document”
as objects of searching. Category labels are titles of articles,
such as Wikipedia article’s titles. To identify the category
labels of a document or a query, its text content will be
analyzed by the Explicit Semantic Analysis component to
identify which articles are similar to it. Then, the titles of the
similar articles are the category labels of the document or the
query. These category labels will be indexed as words. (Cf.
[10])
III.

means there are many kinds of “xe”, such as “hơi” (car),
“đạp” (bicycle), “máy” (motorbike), etc. and “đạp” is one of
them. The phenomenon of using a phrase to name an object
has also appeared in English but it is not frequently as in
Vietnamese because if a new concept is created from some
words in English, it will be written continuously without
spaces between words, such as “blackbird” or “catfish”.
An important characteristic of Vietnamese language is
that there are many synonyms in Vietnamese because people
in different regions may have dialectal words. For example,
the North people call a pig “lợn” while the South people call
it “heo”. There are not any semantic differences between
these words. In addition, the synonyms can be used together
to express its meaning as shown in [11]. For example, “tìm”
and “kiếm” have the same meaning which means “search”
and they can be used together as “tìm kiếm” or “kiếm tìm” to
express the behavior of searching. This problem makes
searching process more complex to find the relevant
documents.
Beside the synonymy problems, each word usually has
many meanings because Vietnamese is a monosyllabic
language in which words do not have morphology. For
example “hàng” (merchandise/line) can be a noun, or a verb,
which means “surrender”. Therefore, each concept is
presented by a phrase of words in which the next right word
complements the left word in order to eliminate any lexical
polysemy in the phrase. For example, a sentence “họ giao
hàng” will be understood as “they deliver goods” because
“hàng” does not mean “line” or “surrender” in this context.
To eliminate the polysemy of the word “hàng”, Vietnamese
people should say “họ giao hàng hóa” to express the idea
“they deliver goods”. The word “hóa” has eliminated the
polysemy of the word “hàng”.

VIETNAMESE PHRASAL SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

A semantic information retrieval system works with the
meaning of phrases or sentences as mentioned above. The
meaning can be formalized as concept or category label [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. A concept is not represented as a
group of words in which words have grammatical relations
among them and the meaning of the concept is not always
made up from the meaning of each word used to present it.
For example, “computer science” is considered as a concept
because it is already defined while “security task” is not a
concept although the grammatical structures of them are the
same. In addition, the “computer science” does not have the
meaning about the computing machine but has the meaning
about solving problems by using a computer which is not
known easily from two words “computer” and “science”.
Although concepts can be presented by a phrase, such as
“computer science”, they are usually presented by a word in
English. For example, “blackbird” is a word because there is
no word separator between “black” and “bird”; however, it
implies a bird which is black.
In Vietnamese language, the concepts are defined in a
different way. According to H. X. Cao's research work [2], in
which there are no compound words, each concept is always
defined by a phrase [2]. Each word in a phrase is a concept
and the next right word is the sub-category of the previous
word. For example, “xe đạp”, which means “bicycle”, is a
phrase containing “xe” (transportation means) and “đạp”
(bicycle). In the phrase, “đạp” is a sub-category of “xe”. This
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A. Lexicon Ontology
According to the characteristics of Vietnamese language,
it is very important to identify the meaning of each word
explicitly. To identify the meanings of each word, each
meaning of each word has to be explicitly defined and the
semantic relations between it and the meanings of other
words have to be established also. This information cannot
be organized in a dictionary. They should be described in a
lexical ontology. In addition, a lexical ontology contains all
relations of a semantic class and the others. These relations
are used to specify the head of a phrase without head rules in
dependency parsing [14]. The dependency parsing results are
used to translate a phrase into logic form. For example, the
word “black” is an adjective and the word “horse” is a noun.
In the phrase “black horse”, the word “horse” is the head
because of the rule in which the adjective modifies the noun.
In the lexicon ontology, the word “black” has a relation to
the word “horse” indicating the word “black” modifies the
word “horse”.
In the lexicon ontology, each individual should be used to
represent a specific meaning of a word. The individual is
called semantic class which is the implementation of the
semantic memory concept [7]. If two words have the same
meaning, this meaning should be represented by an
individual. By using an individual to represent a meaning
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instead of a word, the problem of synonymy in retrieval
process is solved efficiently.
Example 1: “phương pháp nuôi heo” and “cách nuôi
lợn” are two phrases which have the same meaning which is
“breeding pig method”. In the two phrases, the three words
“phương”, “pháp” and “cách” have the same meaning which
is “method”. Because two synonyms can be used together to
express their same idea, the phrase “phương pháp” has the
same meaning to word “phương” or “pháp”. If these words
are organized in an lexicon ontology, there are individuals:
 The individual cls_cách is the meaning of three
words “phương”, “pháp” and “cách”.
 The individual cls_nuôi is the meaning of the word
“nuôi” which means breed.
 The individual cls_heo is the meaning of two words
“heo” and “lợn”.
By using the ontology, the phrase “phương pháp nuôi
heo” can be represented as “cls_cách cls_cách cls_nuôi
cls_heo” which can be reduced as “cls_cách cls_nuôi
cls_heo” because there are two consecutive individuals
cls_cách; the phrase “cách nuôi heo” can be represented as
“cls_cách cls_nuôi cls_heo”. The two phrases have the same
representation in the meaning therefore they have the same
meaning.
The lexicon ontology also contains information about
relations of the meanings. There should be six kinds of
relation as follow:
 Sub class relation: indicate that a meaning is a subcategory of an other meaning.
 Antonym relation: indicate that two meaning
contradict each other.
 Modify relation: indicate that a meaning can be used
to modify an other meaning. This relation is
established between a meaning of an adjective and a
meaning of a noun.
 Actor relation: indicate that a meaning can be an
actor of an other meaning. This relation is
established between a meaning of noun or pronoun
and a meaning of a verb that the noun or pronoun is
subject of the verb.
 Direct object relation: this relation is established
between a meaning of noun or pronoun and a
meaning of a verb that the noun or pronoun is the
direct object of the verb.
 Indirect object relation: this relation is established
between a meaning of noun or pronoun and a
meaning of a verb that the noun or pronoun is the
indirect object of the verb.

Step 1: Each word in a phrases is identified the
semantic class which is represented by the the word.
The semantic class is a unique element in ontology
which is used to assign the semantic for a word. For
example, “heo” and “lợn” is two words and they
have the same semantic class which is an individual
named “cls_heo”. This means the two words “heo”
and “lợn” is the labels of one object which is
formalized as “cls_heo”.
 Step 2: The phrase is reduced by removing the
semantic class whose the next right semantic class is
identical in the phrase. For example, the phrase
“cls_cách cls_cách cls_nuôi cls_heo” is reduced as
“cls_cách cls_nuôi cls_heo” because the semantic
class cls_cách is identical to its next right one.
 Step 3: The phrase is analyzed to identify the head of
phrase and the heads of sub-phrases by using the
relation between semantic classes defined in the
ontology. For example, “sản xuất pin mặt trời”
(produce solar pin) after identifying semantic
classes, the result is “cls_sản cls_xuất cls_pin
cls_mặt cls_trời”. In Vietnamese, “sản xuất” is
recognized as a compound word in which the word
“sản” (to produce) is the main meaning and the word
“xuất” (to export) is the subsidary. These two words
form a phrase “sản xuất” (to produce). Therefore,
there is a relation “comp(cls_xuất, cls_sản)” to
describe this compound word. Similarly, there is a
relation “subcls(cls_trời, cls_mặt)” to describe the
relation of the word “mặt” and the word “trời” to
form a phrase “mặt trời” (solar). By using the
ontology, the phrase “sản xuất pin mặt trời” can be
translated into a structure shown in Figure 1.
The result shows that the word “sản” is the head of “sản
xuất pin mặt trời” and of “sản xuất”; “pin” is the head of “pin
mặt trời” and “mặt” is the head of “trời” (in English,
“produce” is the head of “produce solar pin” and “pin” is the
head of “solar pin”). This structure can be reproduced in
logical form as “comp(cls_xuất, cls_sản), comp(cls_pin,
cls_sản), subcls(cls_mặt, cls_pin), subcls(cls_trời, cls_mặt)”.

Figure 1. The structure of the phrase “sản xuất pin mặt trời”.

The method of analyzing the semantic of a phrase as
proposed above exposes the two important information of a
phrase which are the meanings described by words and the
relations between these meanings. By using the meanings,
which are semantic classes, the two phrases “nuôi heo” and
“nuôi lợn” (breed the pig) are easily identified the same
because their semantic classes are the same “cls_nuôi
cls_heo”. By using the relations of the semantic classes, the
two phrases “nuôi heo” (breed the pig) and “heo nuôi” (the
pig breeds..) are easily identified the difference because the
relations of “nuôi heo” are {dobj(cls_heo, cls_nuôi)}

B. Semantic Analysis Method
Semantic analysis method should be applied to phrases
instead of complete sentences because the user queries are
usually in phrases. In addition, a complete sentence can have
a complex syntactic structure which cannot be easy to
identify its semantic. To analyze the semantic of a phrase,
the lexicon ontology will be used in a process of three
following steps:
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(cls_heo is the direct object of the behaviour cls_nuôi) while
the relations of “heo nuôi” are {actor(cls_heo, cls_nuôi)}
(cls_heo is the actor of the behaviour cls_nuôi). This
information is very important to identify if two phrases are
similar in semantic.

necessary to check whether a word in one phrase has a
relation to a word in an other phrase. In reality, there are
relations between the words of different sentences. This
problem concerns to discourse analysis which is out of the
phrasal semantic analysis.

IV. FRAMEWORK FOR VIETNAMESE TEXT DOCUMENT
RETRIEVAL SYSTEM BASED ON PHRASAL SEMANTIC
ANALYSIS

B. Semantic Parser
The typical semantic parser of the proposed framework
will identify semantic classes and relations between them,
related to a word. This component should use a statistical
model for identifying the semantic class of a word. To
construct the model, many training phrases are manually
analyzed to produce POS tag like representations in which
each word is tagged with its semantic class. The results of
semantic class tagging will be used to train a semantic class
tagger. The semantic class tagger is used to identify the
semantic class of every word in phrases being analyzing.
Example 2: To build a semantic class tagger for a set of
three phrases (1) “phương pháp nuôi heo”, (2) “cách nuôi
lợn” and (3) “sản xuất pin mặt trời”, the two step task is
performed:
 Step 1: manually assign the semantic class to each
word in each phrase to produce the POS tag like
representation. The results are “phương/cls_cách
pháp/cls_cách
nuôi/cls_nuôi
heo/cls_heo”,
“cách/cls_cách nuôi/cls_nuôi lợn/cls_heo” and
“sản/cls_sản xuất/cls_xuất pin/cls_pin mặt/cls_mặt
trời/cls_trời”.
 Step 2: use the results in step 1 to train a semantic
class tagger. The model of the semantic class tagger
can be Hidden Markov Model [15], Maximum
Entropy [16] or any statistical model. After training,
the semantic class tagger can be used to identify the
semantic classes of a phrase. For example, the phrase
“phương pháp sản xuất pin mặt trời” (producing
solar pin method) will be tagged as
“phương/cls_cách
pháp/cls_cách
sản/cls_sản
xuất/cls_xuất pin/cls_pin mặt/cls_mặt trời/cls_trời”.
After identifying the semantic classes of a phrase, the
parser applies the semantic analysis method to identify the
relations between the semantic classes by using relations
defined in the lexicon ontology. Then, the result is translated
into logical form. For example, the tagged phrase
“phương/cls_cách pháp/cls_cách sản/cls_sản xuất/cls_xuất
pin/cls_pin mặt/cls_mặt trời/cls_trời” is represented as
“cls_cách cls_cách cls_sản cls_xuất cls_pin cls_mặt
cls_trời”. Then, it is reduced to “cls_cách cls_sản cls_xuất
cls_pin cls_mặt cls_trời”. By using the lexicon ontology, the
relations of these semantic classes are identified in order to
specify the heads in the phrase as shown in Figure 3.
After identifying the relations between semantic classes
in the phrase, these relations are translated into logic form as
a set of logic functions: {comp(cls_sản, cls_cách),
comp(cls_xuất,
cls_sản),
dobj(cls_pin,
cls_sản),
comp(cls_mặt, cls_pin), subcls(cls_trời, cls_mặt)}. These
logic functions are the objects of indexing process like
semantic classes.

Figure 2. The framework for Vietnamese text document retrieval system
based on phrasal semantic analysis.

The semantic document retrieval system for Vietnamese
will work with the concept, as presented in [3], to enable the
semantic feature in retrieval process. The semantic feature
contains two aspects which are the meaning of word, called
the semantic class, and the relation of any two semantic
classes as mentioned above. Therefore, a framework for
Vietnamese text document retrieval system based on phrasal
semantic analysis is proposed as Figure 2.
A Vietnamese text document retrieval based on phrasal
semantic analysis should have four main components.
A. Chunker Component
The chunker component splits a document or a user
query into phrases. A phrase can be a clause, a verb phrase or
a noun phrase. If a complex sentence is split into phrases, the
clauses are tried to be split first, then the verb phrases and
finally the noun phrases. The document has to be chunked
into phrases because the relations of semantic classes are in a
phrase. For example, the sentence “the black horse is in the
stable and the small cat is in the garden” can be split into two
clauses (1) “the black horse is in the stable” and (2) “the
small cat is in the garden”. In the clause (1), the word
“black” can modify the word “horse” but cannot modify any
word in the phrase (2). Similarly, each word in the phrase (1)
cannot modify any word in the phrase (2). Therefore, it is not
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V.

A system of Vietnamese phrase retrieval system has been
built according to the framework to test the capability of
combination of the component. The phrase retrieval system,
instead of the text document retrieval system, is built for
evaluation because the list of documents identified expected
documents totally depends on the list of expected phrases. In
addition, it is easier to check the semantic relatedness of a
query and a phrase than to check the semantic relatedness of
a query and a whole document. The experimental system
contain four main components as follow
 Chunker component. The chunker component is
very simple. It uses separators which are conjunction
words and sentence marks to identify the phrases.
When a document is input, this component uses
those separators to split it into phrases and specifies
the identification number of the document and its
phrases for indexing process.
 Semantic parser. The semantic parser uses the NGram model to identify the semantic classes, then it
uses the Vietnamese Lexicon Ontology to identify
the relations of the semantic classes of a phrases.
The N-Gram model and Vietnamese Lexicon
Ontology are created in [11].
 Retrieval component. This component computes
the relatedness of two phrases based on semantic
distance. The semantic distance of two Vietnamese
phrases is based on the distance between two
individuals on the lexicon ontology. The distance
between two individuals is the number of edge to
travel from one individual to the other. The semantic
distance of two phrases is the sum of semantic class
distance and semantic relation distance between
them. The semantic class distance and the semantic
relation distance are presented in detail in an other
article.
 Indexing component. This component and the
index format is developed from the research result in
[12] to work efficiently with the retrieval
component. The format of the indices and the
semantic distance are presented in the same article.
After building the system, a test set contains 30 queries
and 720 phrases for searching has been conducted manually
in Vietnamese language. The test result is shown in Table I
and indicates that the precision is 81.67%, the recall is
87.05% and F-measure is 84.27%.

Figure 3. The structure of the phrase “phương pháp sản xuất pin mặt trời”.

C. Indexing Component
The indexing component indexes the semantic classes
and semantic relations of every phrases of every document.
The semantic classes are also expanded to their hypernyms
for searching the hyponyms of semantic classes of the query.
For example, assume there is a semantic class cls_Fish has
hyponyms which are the semantic class cls_Tuna and
cls_Cod; the phrase to be indexed contains semantic class
cls_Cod. Therefore, the semantic class cls_Cod should be
expanded to the semantic class cls_Fish for searching in the
case a user query contains hypernym of the semantic classes.
Then the list semantic classes being indexed also contains
cls_Fish. If the query has semantic class cls_Fish, it is easy
to retrieve a phrase containing the semantic class cls_Cod
because that phrase has been expanded. When expanding the
semantic classes, there is a problem of expanding level. The
higher level is expanded, the larger index size is grown.
For working efficiently in the retrieval component, the
index information should contain the identification number
of a phrase and of the document containing the phrase. The
indexing component works with phrases instead of
documents because the system has to compute the semantic
relateness of two phrases. Because the two types of semantic
information are semantic class and semantic relation, the
indexing component should create two indices which are
Semantic Class Index (SCI) and Semantic Relation Index
(SRI). The format of SCI and SRI are belong to the
computation of semantic distance.
D. Retrieval Component
The retrieval component identifies the relatedness of the
query and the phrases in the document collection by using
the SCI and SRI. Before building this component, there
should be a metric defined. This metric is used to identify the
semantic distance which is to identify the relatedness of two
phrases. To identify the expected documents, the system
computes the semantic distance between the query and each
phrase in the document collection by using two indices SCI
and SRI. Then, the values calculated are used to identify the
expected phrases. Based on the expected phrases, a list of
documents containing some of these phrases is the retrieval
result.
The semantic distance can be calculated according to the
document similarity described in [13]. The document
similarity calculation should be modified to work with
semantic classes and semantic relations.
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EXPERIMENT

VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presents the framework for Vietnamese text
document retrieval system based on phrasal semantic
analysis. The framework is proposed after researching many
solutions of semantic information retrieval and the
characteristics of Vietnamese language in lexicon and
grammar. The framework proposes using the semantic class
and the semantic relatedness as searching object instead of
word. In the framework, it is recommended to use a
statistical model for semantic class identification and a
lexical ontology for semantic relatedness identification
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according to the characteristic of Vietnamese language. To
fully implement the framework, a metric of semantic
distance should be defined to compute the relatedness of two
phrases. Based on the metric, the format of the index is
design to increase the efficiency of retrieval process.
According to the proposed framework, a Vietnamese
phrase retrieval system has been built for experiment. The
system shows the good capability of the combination of the
components with the result of 81.67% in precision, 87.05%
in recall and 84.27% in F-measure. The result shows that the
proposed framework could be used to implement a semantic
information retrieval system for Vietnamese.
Query in Vietnamese
Nhà khoa học
Giáo sư
Nhà máy điện
Pin mặt trời
Năng lượng mặt trời
Máy bay nhẹ
Nhà máy điện hạt nhân
Khảo sát địa điểm xây dựng nhà
máy
Xe tay ga
Công ty thiết kế
Khả năng bám cua
Phương pháp cấp diện mới
Nhà nghiên cứu
Phòng thí nghiệm
Phát triển công nghệ
Tấm dán tường phát sáng
Điều khiển xe lăn
Chuyên gia
Giúp chuyên gia biết nguy hiểm
Sử dụng năng lượng mặt trời
Thiết kế nhỏ gọn
Xe có hệ thống bánh lái
Nguồn tạo khí carbon
Dùng lưỡi điều khiển
Phương pháp giữ phản vật chất
Máy bay siêu nhẹ
Xử lý chất thải
Hội nghị về khí hậu
Xây dựng hệ thống định hướng
Tàu chạy bằng năng lượng mặt trời

In future, a large scale system should be built for
experiment to evaluate the performance of the system. With
the result of the large scale system, the framework should be
modified to suit the practical conditions.
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TABLE I: THE TEST RESULT OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
Correct
Query in English
Returned
(n2)
(n1)
Scientist
26
26
Professor
4
4
Electricity plant
64
63
Solar battery
6
6
Solar energy
58
51
Lightweight helicopter
25
24
Nuclear electricity plant
77
68
To survey locations for building a plant
83
74
Scooter motocycle
Designer company
road pulling ability
Supplying electricity method
Reseacher
Laboratory
To develop the technology
Lighting panel
Control the wheelchair
Professional
To help the professional to realize a
danger
To use the solar energy
Small and tidy designer
Car with helm system
Carbonic creating source
To use tongue to control
Reserving antimatter method
Super lightweight plane
Waste subtance processing
Conference on climate
To build a navigating system
Ship using solar energy
Total

[3]
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